Collaborative Filtering (CF) is one of the most successful approaches for recommender systems. With the emergence of online social networks, social recommendation has become a popular research direction. Most of these social recommendation models utilized each user's local neighbors' preferences to alleviate the data sparsity issue in CF. However, they only considered the local neighbors of each user and neglected the process that users' preferences are influenced as information diffuses in the social network. Recently, Graph Convolutional Networks (GCN) have shown promising results by modeling the information diffusion process in graphs that leverage both graph structure and node feature information. To this end, in this paper, we propose an effective graph convolutional neural network based model for social recommendation. Based on a classical CF model, the key idea of our proposed model is that we borrow the strengths of GCNs to capture how users' preferences are influenced by the social diffusion process in social networks. The diffusion of users' preferences is built on a layer-wise diffusion manner, with the initial user embedding as a function of the current user's features and a free base user latent vector that is not contained in the user feature. Similarly, each item's latent vector is also a combination of the item's free latent vector, as well as its feature representation. Furthermore, we show that our proposed model is flexible when user and item features are not available. Finally, extensive experimental results on two real-world datasets clearly show the effectiveness of our proposed model.
Introduction
Collaborative Filtering (CF) infers users' interests by modeling users' historical behaviors to items and is one of the most popular approaches for building recommender systems (Su and Khoshgoftaar 2009 ). Among all CF models, latentfactor based approaches have received great success in both academia and industry due to their relatively high performance (Koren, Bell, and Volinsky 2009; Rendle et al. 2009; Mnih and Salakhutdinov 2008) . Specifically, given a useritem interaction matrix with sparse feedbacks, latent factor based models assumed each user and each item could be represented in a latent embedding space. Then, the predicted preference of a user to an item is reduced to comparing their embeddings in the latent space.
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With the prevalence of online social networks, more and more people like to express their opinions of items on these social platforms. The social recommender systems have emerged as a promising direction, which leverage the social network among users to alleviate the data sparsity issue and improve recommendation performance (Ma et al. 2011; Jiang et al. 2014; Guo, Zhang, and Yorke-Smith 2015; Jiang et al. 2014) . These approaches are based on the social influence assumption that connected people would influence each other, leading to the similar interests among social connections. E.g., social regularization has been empirically proven effective for social recommendation, with the assumption that connected users would share similar latent preferences (Jamali and Ester 2010; Ma et al. 2011; Jiang et al. 2014) . TrustSVD++ is proposed to incorporate the social neighbors' feedbacks to items as the auxiliary feedback of the active user (Guo, Zhang, and Yorke-Smith 2015) . All these works empirically showed improvement with the social network modeling process. Nevertheless, nearly all these models leveraged the social network structure in a naive way by considering the local neighbors of each user. In a social network, as information would propagate from each user to her social neighbors, and then the social neighbors' neighbors, leading to an information diffusion process. Instead of the one-hop local social network structure, how to capture the influence diffusion process among users for better social recommendation performance? Furthermore, in most social platforms, users and items are associated with rich attributes, is it possible to for the designed model to be flexible to leverage the rich attributes of users and items?
By treating the social network as a graph structure, recent years have shown significant improvement in learning embeddings of graph-structural data that could well tackle graph based tasks (Hamilton, Ying, and Leskovec 2017) . A most prominent technique is Graph Convolutional Networks (GCN), which shows theoretical elegance and relatively high performance in many graph-based tasks (Hamilton, Ying, and Leskovec 2017; van den Berg, Kipf, and Welling 2017 AGG < Figure 1 : The overall architecture of SocialGCN, where the left part shows a social recommendation platform and the right part depicts our proposed model. As shown in this figure, to model the social diffusion process, for user a, her latent embedding in layer-2 is influenced from her social neighbors' (i.e., b and u) embeddings in layer-1 with graph convolutional operation. And each social neighbor's (e.g., b) embedding in layer-1 is influenced from her respective neighbors (c and a) embedding in layer-0.
layer of node representations as their node features, GCN stacks multiple convolutional operations to simulate the message passing of graphs. Therefore, both the information propagation process with graph structure and node attributes are well leveraged in GCNs. Recently, GCNs have also been explored in the recommender systems. Researchers proposed to transform the recommendation task as a link prediction problem in graphs and learned user and item latent embeddings through message passing on the bipartite user-item interaction graph (van den Berg, Ying et al. 2018 ). These models made preliminary attempts of adopting GCNs for recommendation with encouraging results. As the social network naturally models the influence propagation process of users' interests, we argue, is it possible to leverage the social network and users' preferences under GCNs for social recommendation?
In this paper, we propose an effective graph convolutional neural network based model, i.e., SocialGCN, for social recommendation. The overall framework of SocialGCN is shown in Fig.1 . Similar as many classical latent factor based models, we assume the predicted preference is modeled as the inner product between user embeddings and items embeddings. Instead of shallow latent factor based models that directly learn the user embeddings and item embeddings, our key contribution lies in designing deep models that will capture the unique characteristics of social networks for user embedding and item embedding modeling. Specifically, we borrow the strengths of GCNs to capture how users' preferences are influenced by the social diffusion process in social networks. The diffusion of users' preferences is built on a layer-wise diffusion manner, with the initial user embedding as a function of the current user's features and a free base user latent vector that is not contained in the user feature. Similarly, each item's latent vector is also a combination of the item's free latent vector, as well as its feature representa-tion. We further show that the proposed SocialGCN is flexible to apply to the scenario when user and item attributes are not available. In summary, to the best of our knowledge, we are one of the first few attempts to apply GCNs to model the social diffusion process for social recommendation. In the experimental results, SocialGCN outperforms more than 8% and 11% all metrics of Yelp and Flickr respectively.
Related Work
Collaborative Filtering. Given an user-item rating matrix R, CF usually projected both users and items in a same low latent space. Then, each user's predicted preference of to an item could be measured by the similarity of the user's latent vector and the item latent vector in the learned low latent space (Koren, Bell, and Volinsky 2009; Mnih and Salakhutdinov 2008) . In reality, compared to the explicit ratings, it is more common for users implicitly express their feedbacks through action or inaction, such as click, add to cart or consumption (Hu, Koren, and Volinsky 2008; Rendle et al. 2009 ). Bayesian Personalized Ranking (BPR) is a state-of-the-art latent factor based technique for dealing with implicit feedback. Instead of directly predicting each user's point-wise explicit ratings, BPR modeled the pair-wise preferences with the assumption that users prefer the observed implicit feedbacks compared to the unobserved ones (Rendle et al. 2009 ). Despite the relatively high performance, cold-start problems are a barrier to the performance of these collaborative filtering models. To tackle the data sparsity issue, many models have been proposed by extending these classical CF models. E.g., SVD++ is proposed to combine users' implicit feedbacks and explicit feedbacks for modeling users' latent interests . Besides, as users and items are associated with rich attributes, Factorization Machine (FM) is such a unified model that leverages the user and item attributes in latent factor based models (Rendle 2010) .
Social Recommendation With the prevalence of online social platforms, social recommendation has emerged as a promising direction that leverages the social network among users to enhance recommendation performance (Ma et al. 2011; Guo, Zhang, and Yorke-Smith 2015; Jiang et al. 2014) . In fact, social scientists have long converged that as information diffuses in the social networks, users are influenced by their social connections with the social influence theory, leading to the phenomenon of similar preferences among social neighbors (Anagnostopoulos, Kumar, and Mahdian 2008; Ibarra and Andrews 1993; Bond et al. 2012; Qiu et al. 2018) . Social regularization has been empirically proven effective for social recommendation, with the assumption that similar users would share similar latent preferences under the popular latent factor based models (Jamali and Ester 2010; Ma et al. 2011) . SBPR model is proposed into the pair-wise BPR model with the assumption that users tend to assign higher ratings to the items their friends prefer (Zhao, McAuley, and King 2014) . By treating the social neighbors' preferences as the auxiliary implicit feedbacks of an active user, TrustSVD is proposed to incorporate the trust influence from social neighbors on top of SVD++ ). The proposed model has stateof-the-art better performance than previous social recommendation models (Guo, Zhang, and Yorke-Smith 2015; Guo, Zhang, and Yorke-Smith 2016) . As items are associated with attribute information (e.g., item description, item visual information), ContextMF is proposed to combine social context and social network under a collective matrix factorization framework with carefully designed regularization terms (Jiang et al. 2014) . In summary, all these social recommendation based models have shown the superior performance with the social network modeling. Nevertheless, current models were based on shallow models for leveraging the social network structure (e.g., social regularization or combining social neighbors' preferences as auxiliary feedbacks). Instead of considering the social neighbor information, our work differs from these works in explicitly modeling the users' latent preferences with information diffusion process in the social network.
Graph Convolutional Networks. Convolutional neural network has been proven successful in a diverse range of domains, such as images (Krizhevsky, Sutskever, and Hinton 2012) and text (Kim 2014) . Compared to images and text that are lied in the regular domain, recently, research interests have been paid in generalizing convolutions to graphs, which are irregular in nature (Hamilton, Ying, and Leskovec 2017) . Graph convolutional networks are of particular interests due to the theoretical elegance and their relatively high performance (Hamilton, Ying, and Leskovec 2017; van den Berg, Kipf, and Welling 2017) . The key idea of GCNs is to generate node embeddings in a message passing or information diffusion manner of a graph. Specifically, each node obtains its embedding by aggregating information from the neighbors, and in turn, the message coming from the neighbors are based on the neighbors from their respective neighbors, and so on. These models are termed with convolution as the operation of aggregating from neighbors resembles the convolutional layer in computer vision . Graph-SAGE extended GCN to the inductive setting by learning a function that generates embeddings by sampling and aggregating features from a node's local neighbors (van den Berg, Kipf, and Welling 2017). By extending the success of GCNs in graphs, researchers proposed to learn latent embeddings of users and items through message passing on the bipartite user-item interaction graph under (van den Berg, . Researchers also developed a dataefficient GCN algorithm PinSage, which combines efficient random walks and graph convolutions to generate embeddings of nodes that incorporate both graph structure as well as node feature information (Ying et al. 2018 ). These preliminary attempts to apply GCNs to recommender systems have simply transformed user-item interaction matrix into a graph and focused on the efficiency issue for recommendation. Our proposed model differs from these works as we focus on leveraging GCNs to model the social diffusion process for better social recommendation performance.
The Proposed Model
In a social based recommender system, there are two sets of entities: a user set U (|U | = M ), and an item set V (|V | = N ). Users interact with items in this system. As the implicit feedbacks (e.g., browse, consumption) are more common in recommender systems, we also consider the implicit feedback scenario (Rendle et al. 2009 ). Let the rating matrix R ∈ R M ×N denote users' implicit feedback to items, with r ai = 1 if user a is interested in item i, otherwise it equals 0. The social link matrix S ∈ R M ×M denotes the social connections among users in the social network. If user a follows user b, s ba = 1, otherwise it equals 0. Then, each user a's ego social network, i.e., the social neighbors that a follows, is the i-th column (S a ) of S. Besides, each user a is associated with real-valued attributes, denoted as x a in user attribute matrix X ∈ R d1×M . Also, each item i has an attribute vector y i in item attribute matrix Y ∈ R d2×N . Then, the social recommendation task asks that, given a rating matrix R and a social network S, and associated feature matrix X and Y of users and items, our goal is to predict each user's preferences to unknown items.
Model Architecture
In this part, we build a SocialGCN model that depicts the influence of propagation on social networks for social recommendation. Similar as many latent factor based models, our goal is to encode both users and items in a low latent embedding space, such that the similarity in the latent space approximates the preference of users to items.
Let U ∈ R D×M and V ∈ R D×N denote the embeddings of users and items in the latent space. Then, the predicted preference of user a to item i, denoted asr ai , is computed as:
where u a denote the a-th column lookup in the user embedding matrix U, and v i is item i's latent embedding in the item embedding matrix V.
In fact, the traditional latent factor based approaches are shallow models, where each user (item) latent embedding is directly an embedding lookup from the parameters of the embedding matrices (Rendle et al. 2009; Rendle 2010) . However, there are several limitations of the shallow latent factor based models. First, as users' feedbacks are usually very sparse, simply relying on the shallow embedding could not model the complex aspects that may determine each user's (item's) latent vector u i (v i ). Besides, users and items are associated with rich attributes. To leverage the user and item attributes, an intuitive idea is to adopt the Factorization Machines (FM) that learn user and item bias with attributes (Rendle 2010) . This formulation in FM neglected the correlation between the attributes and the latent embeddings, which may restrict model capacity. Furthermore, in social recommendation systems, users connect with each other and the influence propagation among users could largely influence the formulation of user embedding matrix U. Nevertheless, most latent factor based models for social recommendation neglect the influence propagation in social networks, leading to inferior performance. To tackle these challenges, we focus on how to model user latent embedding matrix U and item latent embedding matrix V for social recommendation, where the influence propagation and associated attributes can be properly modeled. In the following, we first introduce the item embedding modeling step, followed by the user embedding modeling that involves influence propagation. Without confusion we use a, b, c to denote users and i, j, k to denote items.
Item Embedding. For each item i, we assume its latent embedding v i is a function of two parts: the item feature embedding y i and a free base latent vector q i from a free base latent matrix Q ∈ R L×N . Specifically, the free base latent vector Q models the item aspects that could not be captured by the item feature matrix Y. Then, each item i's latent embedding v i can be formulated as
(2) where [q i , y i ] denotes the concatenation of item i's feature vector and its corresponding free embedding, F is a transformation matrix. Then, we feed the input into a fullyconnected neural network with a non-linear transformation function σ to get v i . Without confusion, in this paper, we omit the bias term in a fully-connected neural network for notational convenience.
User Embedding. For each user a, the composition of her latent embedding u i is more complicated, as users would like to express and propagate their preferences, leading to latent preference diffusion in social network S. Therefore, each user's latent preference is influenced by her social neighbors, and each social neighbor also influenced by the social neighbor's neighbors. As information diffuses in social networks, we borrow the key ideas of GCNs to model the influence diffusion effect for user embedding modeling. Given a social network S, GCN aims to model each node embeddings from its social neighbors with a hierarchical multi-layer structure. For each user a, let h k a denotes her latent embedding in the k-th layer. Given the latent embeddings of her social neighbors' at this layer, the graph convolutional operation defines a's latent embedding at the k+1-th layer, i.e., h k+1 a as:
where the first function AGG k denotes that each user a aggregates the influences from her social neighbors' latent embeddings at the k-th layer with h k b , b ∈ S a . Many aggregation functions could be applied, such as average aggregation or max aggregation. Then, we feed the concatenated vector of h k+1 Sa , as well as a's latent embedding h k a in this layer to a fully connected layer of neural network with function CON V OLV E (k) . In practice, we use a nonlinear function ReLU with transform matrix W k to realize the CON V OLV E (k) as:
After that, we get a's embedding in the k + 1-th layer. Starting from the h 0 a of each user, the layer-wise graph convolutional operation clearly models the influence propagation of users' preferences in the social network.
In the original GCN model, with the feature vector x a of each user, the layer-0 embedding of each user is defined as her input features:
In social recommender systems, each user's layer-0 embedding vector captures the base latent embedding that propagates in the social network. We argue that the feature matrix X could not well capture users' latent interests for information propagation. Therefore, similar as item embeddings, we also associate each user with a free base latent vector p a from the user free base latent matrix P ∈ R L×M . This free base latent matrix captures each user's latent interests that could not be modeled by user feature matrix X. Then, instead of assuming each user's layer-0 embedding in Eq.(5), we model h 0 a as a function of her features x a and her free base latent vector p a :
(6) Combining the layer-0 user embedding (Eq.(6), and the influence diffusion process (Eq.(3)), with a predefined layer depth K, we model each user's final latent embedding as:
where R a = [i|i : r ai = 1] is the itemset that a likes. In this equation, each user's final latent representation u a is a combination of two parts: the embeddings from the social diffusion process as: h K a , and the preferences from her historical behaviors as: i∈Ra vi |Ra| . In fact, leveraging the historical feedbacks of users for user embedding part resembles the SVD++ model , which has shown better performance over the classical latent factor based models. Our proposed user latent embedding part advances SVD++ by leveraging the user features in the social diffusion process with carefully designed diffusion interest vector h K a . for Each user-item pair < a, i > in the training data do 4:
Compute the item embedding v i (Eq.(2));
5:
Compute the input user embedding h 0 a at layer 0 (Eq.(6)); 6:
for k = 1 to K do 7:
Compute the latent preference diffusion h k a (Eq.(3)); 8:
end for 9:
Compute the user embedding vector u a (Eq.(7)); 10:
Compute the predicted ratingrai (Eq.(1));
11:
for 
Model Training
As we focus on implicit feedbacks of users, similar to the widely used ranking based loss function in BPR (Rendle et al. 2009 ), we also design a pair-wise ranking based loss function for optimization: ]. λ is a regularization parameter that controls the complexity of user and item free embedding matrices. Da = {(i, j)|i ∈ Ra∧j ∈ V − Ra} denotes the pairwise training data for a with Ra represents the itemset that a positively shows feedback.
All the parameters in the above loss function are differentiable. In practice, we implement the proposed model with TensorFlow 1 to train model parameters with mini-batch Adam. The detailed training algorithm is shown in Alg. 1. In practice, we could only observe positive feedbacks of users with huge missing unobserved values, similar as many implicit feedback works, for each positive feedback, we randomly sample 5 missing unobserved feedbacks as pseudo negative feedbacks at each iteration in the training process (Wu et al. 2016) . As each iteration the pseudo negative samples change, each missing value gives very weak negative signal.
Model Analysis
In this subsection, we give a detailed analysis of the proposed model.
Space complexity. As shown in Eq.(8), the model parameters are composed of two parts: the user and item free embeddings Θ1 = [P, Q], and the parameter set Θ2 = ]. Since most latent factor based models (e.g., BPR (Rendle et al. 2009 )) need to store the embeddings of each user and each item, the space complexity of Θ 1 is the same as classical latent factor based models and grows linearly with users and items. For parameters in Θ2, as they are shared among all users and items, this additional storage cost is a constant. Therefore, the space complexity of SocialGCN is the same as classical latent factor based models.
Time complexity. Since our proposed loss function resembles BPR with a pair-wise loss, we compare the time complexity of SocialGCN with BPR. As shown in Alg. 1, the main additional time cost lies in the influence diffusion process (Line 6 to Line 8). The diffusion process costs O(M KL), where M is the number of users, and K denotes the diffusion depth and L denotes the average social neighbors of each user. Similarly, the additional time complexity of updating parameters(Line 12) is O(M KL). Therefore, the additional time complexity is O(M KL). In fact, as shown in the empirical findings as well as our experimental results, most GCN based models reach the best performance when K=2 or K=3. Also, the average social neighbors per user are limited with L M . Therefore, the additional time complexity is acceptable and the proposed SocialGCN could be applied to real-world social recommender systems.
Model generalization. We construct the proposed model when user and item attributes are available. In fact, our model is also applicable to the scenario when there are no associated attributes of users and items. Under this circumstance, as shown in Eq.(2), each item's latent embedding v i degenerates to q i . Similarly, each user's latent embedding u a is changed as the layer-0 embedding h 0 = p a (Eq.(6)). The whole learning process is the same as shown in Alg. 1.
Experiments
In this section, we conduct experiments to evaluate the performance of SocialGCN on two datasets. Specifically, we aim to answer the following two research questions: First, does SocialGCN outperforms the state-of-the-art baselines for the social recommendation task? Second, what's the effectiveness of each part in the SocialGCN model, e.g., diffusion modeling, attributes modeling, and so on.
Experimental Settings
Datasets. Yelp is an online location-based social network. Users make friends with others and express their experience through the form of reviews and ratings. As each user give ratings in the range [0, 5], similar to many works, we transform the ratings that are larger than 3 as the liked items by this user. As the rich reviews are associated with users and 
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Flickr HR  NDCG  HR  NDCG  D=16  D=32  D=64  D=16  D=32  D=64  D=16  D=32  D=64  D=16  D=32  D=64  BPR  0.2443 items, we use the popular gensim tool 2 to learn the embedding of each word with Word2vec model (Mikolov et al. 2013) . Then, we get the feature vector of each user (item) by averaging all the learned word vectors of the user(item).
Flickr is a who-trust-whom online image based social sharing platform. Users follow other users and share their preferences to images to their social followers. Users express their preferences through the upvote behavior. For research purpose, we crawl a large dataset from this platform. Given each image, we have a ground truth classification of this image on the dataset. We send images to a VGG16 convolutional neural network and treat the 4096 dimensional representation in the last connected layer in VGG16 as the feature representation of the image (Simonyan and Zisserman 2014). For each user, her feature representation is the average of the image feature representations she liked in the training data.
In the data preprocessing step, for both datasets, we filtered out users that have less than 2 rating records and 2 social links. And removed the items which have been rated less than 2 times. We randomly select 10% of the data for the test. In the remaining 90% data, to tune the parameters, we select 10% from the training data as the validation set. The detailed statistics of the data after preprocessing is shown in Table 1 .
Baselines and Evaluation Metrics. We compare Social-GCN with various state-of-the-art baselines. The details of these baselines are listed as follows:
• BPR It is a competing latent factor model for implicit feedback based recommendation. It designed a ranking based function that assumes users prefer items they like compared to unobserved ones. (Rendle et al. 2009 ). • FM This model is a unified latent factor based model that leverages the user and item attributes. In practice, we use the user and item features as introduced above (Rendle 2010 (Guo, Zhang, and Yorke-Smith 2015) . • ContextMF This method combines social context and social network under a collective matrix factorization framework with carefully designed regularization terms (Jiang et al. 2014) . We use the user and item features as the context information. • PinSage It is a state-of-the-art model for designing efficient convolutional operations for web-scale recommendations. As the original PinSage focuses on generating high-quality embeddings of items, we generalize this model by constructing a user-item bipartite for recommendation (Ying et al. 2018 ).
As we focus on recommending top-N items for each user, we use two widely adopted ranking based metrics: Hit Ratio (HR) and Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain(NDCG) (Sun, Wu, and Wang 2018) . Specifically, HR measures the number of items that the user likes in the test data that has been successfully predicted in the top-N ranking list. And NDCG considers the hit positions of the items and gives a higher score if the hit items in the top positions. For both metrics, the larger the values, the better the performance. Since there are too many unrated items, in order to reduce the computational cost, for each user, we randomly sample 1000 unrated items at each time and combine them with the positive items the user likes in the ranking process. We repeat this procedure 10 times and report the average ranking results.
Parameter Setting. For all the models that are based on the latent factor models, we initialize the latent vectors with small random values. In the model learning process, we use Adam as the optimizing method for all models that relied on the gradient descent based methods with a learning rate of 0.001. And the batch size is set as 512. In our proposed SocialGCN model, we set the regularization parameter as We use ReLU to implement the non-linear transformation function σ in (Eq.(2)) and (Eq. (6)). There are several other parameters in the baselines, we tune all these parameters to ensure the best performance of the baselines for fair comparison. Please note that as generating user and item features are not the focus of our paper, we use the feature construction techniques as mentioned above.
Overall Comparison
In this section, we compare the overall performance of all models on two datasets. Specifically, Table 2 shows the HR@10 and NDCG@10 results for both datasets with varying latent dimension size D. As can be seen from this table, on both datasets, our model consistently outperforms all the other models with different values of D for the two ranking metrics. E.g, when D=64, the improvement of HR(NDCG) over the best baselines is 11.70%(13.73%) on Flickr. Among all the baselines, BPR only considered the user-item rating information for recommendation FM and TrustSVD improve over BPR by leveraging the node features and social network information. PinSage takes the same kind of input as FM and shows better performance than FM, showing the effectiveness of GCN. When comparing the results of the two datasets, we observe that leveraging social network contributes more on Flickr compared to Yelp. We guess a possible reason is that, as shown in Table1, Flickr dataset is much sparser than Yelp. Therefore, the social network could alleviate the data sparsity issue in Flickr to some extent. Last but not least, we find the performance does not increase as the latent dimension size D increases from 16 to 64. In the following experiment, we set the proper D for each model with the best performance in order to ensure fairness. Table 3 shows the HR@N and NDCG@N on both datasets with varying top-N recommendation size N. From the results, we also find similar observations as Table 2 , with our proposed model SocialGCN always shows the best performance. Based on the overall experiment results, we could empirically conclude that our proposed SocialGCN model outperforms all the baselines under different ranking metrics and different parameters.
Detailed Model Analysis
In this subsection, we would like to give a detailed analysis of our proposed model and show the effectiveness of each part in SocialGCN. As shown in the model part, there are three characteristics in the modeling process: the social diffusion with depth K (Eq.(3) ), the embeddings h 0 a of each user a that incorporates the free embedding x a and feature vector p a (Eq.(6)). When K equals 1, our model degenerates to a social recommendation model that only considers the neighborhood information without the social diffusion process. Therefore, we would like to show the effectiveness of the social diffusion compared to K=1, the effectiveness of the free embedding compared to p a =0, and the effectiveness of the user features compared to x a =0.
In Table 4 , we have listed the simplified variants of our proposed SocialGCN model. The Improve. represents the comparison between the performance of current model with SocialGCN. As can be seen from this table, as we do not consider the diffusion process (K=1), the recommendation performance drops. This situation becomes more severe when the user and item attributes are not available (i.e., X=Y=0). E.g., the HR@10 drops 11.29% on the Flickr. We also notice that it is very important to add the free base latent vector of users and items in the modeling process, as the social network and the feature could not well model the complete latent factors of users and items. Therefore, all the proposed parts are important in SocialGCN for recommendation performance.
Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a SocialGCN model for social recommendation problem. Our model combines the strengths of GCNs for modeling the diffusion process in social networks and the classical latent factor based models for capturing user-item preferences. Specifically, the user embeddings are built in a layer-wise diffusion manner, with the initial user embedding as a function of the current user's features and a free base user latent vector that is not contained in the user feature vector. Similarly, each item's latent vector is also a combination of the item's free latent vector, as well as its feature representation. We showed that the proposed SocialGCN model is flexible when the user and item attributes are not available. The experimental results clearly showed the flexibility and effectiveness of our proposed models. E.g., SocialGCN improves 13.73% over the best baseline of NDCG on Flickr. In the future, we would like to explore GCNs for more social recommendation applications, such as social influence modeling, temporal social recommendation, and so on.
